PRESS NOTE

Leonardo digital electronics factories go live across the UK
Putting big data at the fingertips of engineers is expected to dramatically accelerate product
development
London, 28/06/2022 – Leonardo has launched a new data-driven approach to design and manufacturing at
its electronics sites across the UK, with a new ‘common data environment’ going live, initially at sites in
Edinburgh, Luton, Basildon and Southampton.
The change will speed up development and cut costs as the company’s scientists and engineers research
and build advanced technology such as radars and protective countermeasures for aircraft. By better
exploiting the data it collects, Leonardo will be able to get high-tech new equipment into the hands of the UK
Armed Forces and its allies faster.
The common data environment will also go on to form cornerstone of Leonardo’s broader programme of
digital transformation across its UK-based business.
For the first time, the new approach will securely capture the massive quantities of data being generated
across the organisation on a daily basis in one place. Employees will then use a suite of tools, including a
new ‘data science workbench’, to make the most of this data to help deliver programmes better, faster and
cheaper.
Benefits of the common data environment include being able to automate or simplify time-intensive
processes and support better, more informed decision making. In early trials of the new approach an analysis
task that previously took four hours could be performed in 30 seconds. Elsewhere, a radar test cycle was
reduced from several days to just a few hours.
The new approach recognises that Leonardo’s high-tech business is driven by the innovative thinking of its
8,000 highly skilled UK-based employees. By simplifying or removing processes where possible and
automating time-consuming but non-value added tasks, the company is looking to free up headspace and
time for its people to do what’s really important: think, invent and solve problems. A recent report by
independent analysts Oxford Economics showed Leonardo UK employees to be 80% more productive than
the national average. The increasing use of big data and other future factory initiatives will boost this further
still.
While the common data environment is expected to quickly start delivering insights and efficiencies, it is just
one part of Leonardo’s ongoing UK transformation programme and will also act as a ‘digital backbone’ for a
range of new electronics engineering and logistics initiatives including Digital Engineering, Integrated
Planning, Supply Chain and Digital Factory projects. A move towards cloud-based data will follow later this
year. By deploying such a data-driven approach to its own operations, Leonardo will also improve its ability
to deliver similar models for customers such as the UK Ministry of Defence which are similarly pivoting
towards a data-driven future.
Leonardo, a global high-technology company, is among the top world players in Aerospace, Defense and Security and Italy’s main industrial company. Organized
into five business divisions, Leonardo has a significant industrial presence in Italy, the United Kingdom, Poland and the USA, where it also operates through
subsidiaries that include Leonardo DRS (defense electronics), and joint ventures and partnerships: ATR, MBDA, Telespazio, Thales Alenia Space and Avio.
Leonardo competes in the most important international markets by leveraging its areas of technological and product leadership (Helicopters, Aircraft,
Aerostructures, Electronics, Cyber Security and Space). Listed on the Milan Stock Exchange (LDO), in 2020 Leonardo recorded consolidated revenues of €13.4
billion and invested €1.6 billion in Research and Development. The company has been part of the Dow Jones Sustainability Indices (DJSI) since 2010 and has
been confirmed among the global sustainability leaders in 2021. Leonardo is also included in the MIB ESG index.
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